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INTRODU QTION ----- . 

'I'his Environmental State ment druft ha s misse d a greut opport unity. There was a 

chance to make a comprehensive I obj e ctive onu. lysis thu. t could have e nded the 

long controversy over this highway. This Sta te ment could I u.nd should have 

provided the systemati~of alternatives and the solid foundation of 

facts that are going to be needed - sooner or later - to solve the I-40 problem 

and to heal the scars that the fifteen years of highway battle have created in 

this community. 

Another 1 and possibly more important opportunity was also missed by the people 

of Memphis. Here was a chance to pause in the building of highways and to 

1 reflect on what is happening to your city. You had a chance that few cities 

have had to stop and analyze the trends that are right now creating the Memphis 

of the 19 80 1 s and 90 1 s - the city your children will live in. In a sense 1 this is 

an opportunity you share with many cities in the South. There is no need to 

repe2t here t:.l!e !!!ista.kes th;:1 t have me ssed up our Northe :ctl cities . You c~n 

. avoid their mistakes~ . You can I if you want to I build a different way of urban 

life based on Southern traditions and Southern ideas about land 1 history and 

family life. It is those mi-ssed opportunities that make the Statement so 

disappointing. 

\ 
\ 
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It is fragn1entary there is not ncurly enough informution to make an obje ctive 

decision 1 and 1 worse I becuusc it is incompl ete 1 thi s stu.tement only prolong s 

the controversy. 

I believe however that the Environmental Stu.tement c an be made more useful 

to the people of Memphis 1 and that is the subject of the comments that follow. 

Fortunately 1 there is one more chance to take advantage of the oppor·tunities 1 

the final Environmental Statement. I hope that those responsible for the Statement 

will take these and other comments in the spirit in which they are intende d - not 

as obstructism but an honest effort to find a solution to the complex problems 

of building a better city. 

·. ... -~.-f.- · ~ . . 
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P/\RT I: The overall impact of the highway on Me mphis. 

What i s the overall impact of a new highway on the environment of a city? 

Highwny impact I of course 1 varies from place to place I and it depends 

on the size and the stage of growth of a city. But we now have enough 

experience with Interstate Highways and urban freeways so thnt specific 

impacts~ be assessed. I'm afraid this Environmental Statement ignors 

most of them. 

There are several well known effects that could have been analyzed here. 

For example, highways tend to disperse cities. As highway systems improve 

people, industry 1 stores and offices tend to move to the suburbs. It is no 

·accident that the construction of the Interstate system coincides with a 

period of mussive suburban grov1th --or as some people say "the flight from 

the cities." he nineteen fifties and sixties were decades of highway con-

· struction and decades of suburban shopping centers 1 industrial parks, sub-

urban office parks 1 etc. They are not, except in isolated cases 1 decades 

\, 
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Those isolated c a se s of downtown revivals hove some impor tnnt lessons . 

Mnny of the downtown revivnls -- Boston, Nnshvillo, Minnenpolis for 

example -- depc::mde d on lnnd being cleare d and building sites being made 

availuble through urban renewal. A new highwny does something simila r 
) 

to urban renewal, but in the outlying arons. It opens up new lands for devel
.J 

opment. It makes remote areas accessible 1 and it is in those newly accos sible 

areas with vacant land that most new city growth tokes place. The rapid 

development along the Washington Beltvvay 1 the enormous concentration of 

offices at Valley Forge outside Philaldelphia, the locating of Walt Disney 

World near Orlando, Florida -- these are the major kinds of impact Interstate 

highways are having on cities. 

It is important to realize 1 too, that at ench step in the completion of a 

highway system, the impact is different. One might ask what difference 

could be made by short, three mile segment of highway located in a built-

up section of a city. The answe r is: Ple nty. Many people have already 

:r:ecognized that Memphis transportation and economics are very different with 

or without the segment through Overton Park. For example , the State me nt 

repeatedly refers to important, e conomic benefits that would result from 

completing this short link. Furthe rmore, many people in Memphis believe 

....... __ _____ _ 
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that thi s link will have a major impuct on downtown -- an area 2 or 3 miles 

f-rom Overton Park. 

\'Yha.t are the economic benefits to which the Statement refers? What will be 

the impa ct on downtown? Unfortw1ately, the Statement could, but does not, 

analyze tho se impacts. Even though each link of a highway is a powerful 

influence on the form and functioning of the city, the Statement simply doe s 

not distinguish between different impacts of the various alten1atives, and it 

dismisses the economic development impact of not completing the link with: 

11 Busb.1GSS ac'dvities ·would slow down due to inconvenience of access 

from consumers. Some would probably relocate causing further in-

. convenience to the area residents and employees ... 

There is no v:ay of being sure whether that conclusion is as v:rong as it 

sounds. It is not support e d by any evidence nor any spe cifics. Nor are 

· any of the more positive conclusions. All we get from the State ment is a 

general assumption that this segment of highway will have only good economic 

impacts on Memphis. 

- . --- ,.. ~- ~·- ._.,_ ..,. . .. ... ...... ~-~- -
. - l \ 
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There arc somo significant specifics hidden inside t:nu. t 0enoralizod 

assumption. Consider e:;xample:; , t he impact on dovvntown . Those people:; 

who look on the comple tion of I-40 us a stimulunt t o downtown growth 

should study the experie:;nce of other cities. Typicu.lly , improved highways 

tend to move residents u.nd industry out of the cities into the suburbs. Shopping 

centers and busine:;sses follow them. Downtown decline s . In son1e cities, 

however, like Memphis, which have historica lly had a regional economic 

function, the need for a re:;gional office center will often bring about a down-

town "revival" - an office construction boom. But in the:;se cases a city's 

history and the regional highway system tend to play the major roles in the 

process, not the inner-city highway links. 

In fact, when a major office boom does hit a downtown area, no feasible 

· amount of inner-city highway construction will make it a convenient place 

to reach and to park. Highways and a oP-nse du ster of high rise offices 

in old downtown areas simply do not work well together. With our present 

patterns of land ownership, our building financing, arrangements and zoning 

laws, the growth of a downtown usually brings wiw~ it daily, miles-long 

traffic jams, and worse parking problems. As a result, of such problem many 

of the cities that have seen their downtowns grow --Atlanta, Washington, 

San Francisco, Honolulu - are spending millions in some cases hundreds of 

.. ~ "';"""--. _..._...,. :..·~ ---..-.~- -·-.., r.. { 
' v 
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millions of dollars to find un ultomativc to urban highways. And consider this: 

Sun Francisco 1 where tho city government stopped hi<:;hway constntction com-

plctely and turned clown Intersta te funds has a boorning downtown; ncross the 

Bay, downtown Oaklnnd 1 at U1c focnl point of a highvvay system (and the new 

rapid transit system) 1 is not. 

In the ca so of San Frnncisco 1 many people would argue that stopping all 

Interstate highway construction has helpe d to make the city, including the 

downtown I grow and prosper . Stopping highway constructi. on, along with other 

related efforts I has demonstrated that San Francisco is a city profoundly con-

cerned with its way of liie. It is a city determL'1od to preserve a superior 

living environment, and those efforts and that environment may well have been 

a factor in attracting residents and business . It would not be difficult to 

find out if that argument is correct; and it would _not be difficult to analyze its 

applicability to Memphis. 

Downtown development issues --all economic development issues -are 

complicated ones. If an environmental impact statement is going to do its 

job, a highway segment must be analyzed as much more than just a structure 

for moving cars and trucks. Much of the growth you see happening around you 

-.: 0 S.H ;, . . .... >Y"t-----~---· - • - --- ---·· - . -· ---·-··-------- --·..:- - -------··-.. - - --------...- -- ---~-··___._....--.. - ·...-..... ...,.._. _ 
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in Memphi s ; i s profoundly infl uence d by highwuy segments; much of it is not. 

Impact c u. n be as sos ~~ 8 d in a meaningful way only if it is rela ted to the other 

city-buildin g forc e s ut work in Memphis t oday. 

I am not ttying to de scribe here the his tory or the future of Memphis. The point 

1 am trying t o make is th is: t he overall impa ct of the completion of a highway se<; r.-.e r. 

can be a nalyzed _..: we 1 a nd other planners do that for our clients as an every 

day 'part of our bu s iness . Exc ept for some general statements about transporta-

tion and economics I however, t."1e impact of this highway segment on Memphis 

simply is not analyzed in this Stat ement. It does not even seem to me to confonn 

to the rock - boi:tom require ments of the Federa l Highway Administration policy 

and procedures. (PPM 90-1, Appendix E.) , 

. I 

1 -, _ 
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-- or, to us.s: -::he wo::dbg of the Sta.tem0:-:.-::, tr...ro'-lgh whicl·. it "sla;:;.:es"? 

This Statement ~llust::ates tvvo clisturbil1g assumptions . 

The first assumption is a te::1dency, also evident throughc;ut th0 trial, -::o 

treat the:: i::::.pact of' a highway as if it ende d at the right-c,f-way lir:.e .. Ther0 

are exceptions, of course: the traffic o:;. streets feeC.ing '.:l:e hi<;hway ·!las 

·been calculated -- but most of its impact is ignored; noi::.;e ~r.1pacts o~:. 

· adjo~ning land are calc1.1l.:.:. ted -- and, incidentc.ily, are show.-. to E xc6~d 

Federal sr::andards alon<; almost all of this highv.;ay segr.1e~1t; ar.d :finally 

the impact on bus:nesses affected by closi.;.g t.'r)a L & N track is cc~1si.C:..:..:.·..:. . .:. 

I ' 

~:c"JlC: z.:.d s::o~ld have been a:1alyzed. T!-!ey are all impacts well kn;)wr: and 

re;-~!;::.rly usee: !Jy prciessic~:.als in my field and I believe !...;. ..:any others. 

··~~~.::.....· -- ·--· -· :· 
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For exa mple , it i s well known that new highv;uys und their interchanges 

bring about maj or cha:r.ges in l and u ses . That probnbly sound s self-evident, 

but this impact Statement actua lly snys : 

"Land uses in the vicinity of this highway section are not 

expected to change to any significant degree in the fore-

seeable future. " 

I could not believe that when I read it. That conclusion could only be 

true if Memphis had a tota lly different economic system and totally different 

way-of-life from the rest of the countly. As a mat-ter of fact there have 

already been at least ten rezoning cases already approved within a few 

hundred feet of the constructed portion of I-40 in Memphis. 

Qonsider as one example, the new traffic patterns on all of the streets 

' that feed a new interchange. The greatly increased traffic and the new 

· pattern of accessibility will have an impact all along those streets on 

noise and air pollution, on land values, on rezoning applications and, 

as a result, on changes in use. On some streets, for example those 

that have industrial or commercial zoning important interchanges, there 

~be new gas stations, eating places, and other highway related 

., 
...... ___________ ,_ ___ ~·---w • -C ¥ ,- P , + • -- ·-·-~- -. -
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deve lopment. On other streets 1 /\valon fo r exa mple 1 when the huzards of 

grea tly increased fre ew ay -bound traffic ure added , a quiet , secure re s idential 

wuy-of-life will be disrupted and you can expect to find families selling their 

houses to lun d speculutors and apurtment dove lopers. Other streets will be 
) . 

dead-ended, totully chunging the ir function. Furthermore, many commercial 
J 

uses on arteria l streets de pend on l urg e volume s of through traffic. If that 

traffic were diverted to an expressway , they may be put out of business. 

There QI.§_methods of proj ecting all of these kinds of land use and environ-

mental change s , and there are methods no more speculative than the traffic 

projections that underly this whole highway proposal. 

i -: 

Unfortunately 1 the raw material needed to analyze neighborhood impacts . 
apparently was not gathered. Some neighborhood data is in this report. 

- The Statement takes eleven pages (almost 10% of the document) to describe 

·. t·~ ..... ~~~_..,,4{.,~,4,,, ""ei,...'hh,...,r'h"'(")n"" o~-'h .......... ,...'h •"hl'ch I-40 •·v1'lJ.1 pass Hov"::o.ver th.e 
'"'"' .~-~.&\.A..LV.I-\.4\oA-.L J.t ·-:;1· .. ~·--.:..:. ·-· - ~L;) t!! .I\_J\_J';:I J. \'"/J. v • .,_ I 

· Statement hardly refers to this information again; it mentions that the highway 

is a barrier 1 a noise generator 1 and a taker of land. But few questions about , 

the impact on neighborhood life are discussed or even asked. For example 1 

the report from which the neighborhood information is a report with very limited 

objectives. It is intended to be a basis for studying "blight" and recommending 

neighborhood "conservation" and "rehabilitation" efforts. But the Statement 

.,-- • . ..,..,.. --.I ... -·---.~ ... • -
' ' 
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doc s not even consider whether the highwa y he lp or hinder those efforts? 

Wha t does happe n in neighborhoods when noise 1 odors and the vis ual pres e nce 

of the highway arc added to other "blighting influences'' already present? 

If there had been a thoughtful analysis of the neighborhoods I the Statement 

could. have described the actual "descriptions" and the actual "inconveniences" 

caused by the highway. Are they major or minor? Are a group of old or poor 

people (who cannot drive) cut off from their services and churches? Who 
/ / 

specifically are the businessmen or the churches who must be relocated? 

Can they relocate easily? Would they welcome the opportunity to relocate 

because of all of the other changes that are going on around them? Or will 

' relocation put them out of business? Many of the commercial areas in central 

· Memphis are in transition or planned for changes. Is the highway an aid to 

some desirable 1 planned renewal? Or is it a disaster? What happens to 

whom? What we need are soecifics; all we get is generalities. There is no 

....-analysis of the realities of people's lives. 

The second assumption that underlies much of this impact Statement is 

related to the first. 

It is the assumption that most of the impact, a d virtually all of the negative 

\ 
impact of this highway segment has already been felt. The full discussion 

of community .disruption on the so called "approved alignment" lists only 

"'C .H , QiJ CW . F :SK SJ 
..... __ _ ., .. ... 

,:. -- -.- ~ --.. ,_ ,..· 
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those changes caused by purchase and clearing of tho right-of-way, primarily 

taking of properly, and minor adjustments to public service and community 

boundarie s. 

Further, the full discussion of economic impact of the so-calle d "approve d 

alignment" mentions only "two specifics, the taking of businesses and reducing 

the taxable properly, both th.e result of purchuse and cleuring the right-of-way. 

No other economic import is anulyzed, although there are many comments 

about the general benign effect of completed highways on the "overall economic 

picture." 

' · 
It is difficult for me to believe that people charged with continuing, compre-

hensive, cooperative planning of an urban area can consider that all of the 

significant community disruption and economic impact have occurred once a 

highway right-of-way is purchased and cleared. Here are just a few impacts 

·not felL u11til after a h..ighway is Luilt: 

1. The new patterns of accessibility. It is common knowledge 

that a new highway and its interchanges open up new land 

for development or redevelopment and blights other land. 

A new highway changes the geography of a city, just like 

our old highways did. There is no mystery about that. Some 

land owners and real estate developers anticipate it, but 

. . -- ·-- - - --
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most do not. The big change s in lund use arc still to como, 

and there will be plenty of them. 

2. The new pa tte rns of traffic loading on the streets; Avalon 

Street, for example, has not felt that impact yet. (One of 
I 

the comments often hea rd at highway hearings is that the 

people whose houses are taken are the lucky ones; their 

neighbors left behind are the ones who suffer.) 

3. No streets are yet closed nor traditional routes blocked. 

For example, no church or school or shop is cut off from those 

who have been using it. 

4. The disruptive and economic effects o£ noise and air pollution • 

. 
Consider for example, those houses whose backyards will be 

a highway -- or those a .few lots aw~y. It is difficult for 

many people to imagine the meaning of 11 70 dba ;; until they 

are trying to sleep on a hot night with the windows open. 

------~----~-·- · ·· · · · --··--·· ·-··- -- - -~· ·~·--·-·--··-··· ·~----·-·~· .... --~~-·---- • ..::--·----·-~: .-:-::::-.:.=-...:.:.:::.----=.=::::--- · -- ~·--··-· ---~ ..... ..,._.--. -~ --·_: · ~ 
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pNrT III : Tho L & N 1\ltornative s : What is unique ? 

The u.ut hor s of this State me nt spen d 38 pages describi ng their a nalysi s of the 

L & N 1\lternati ve s and c once rn for unus ua l a nd uni.que factor s . But a re 

there unique fa c tors ? The answer t o that ques t ion is cle arly "no". This 

is a unique situation only i n t he s en se that e very situat ion I like every 

person 1 can be c a lle d unique . The c ondition s e ncountere d i n this highway 

location are comm on 1 everyday prob le ms e ncounte re d in highway after high-

way and city after city. The .ove rwhe lmi ng c onc lusion of the Statement is 

that...£..QY highway through ~ part of t hi s distri ct i s disruptive. If there is 

anything "unique" here 1 in the usual sense of t he word 1 it is clearly 

Overton Park. 

, 

Consider what the Stateme nt finds "unusual" and uunique u -- pages ll3 and 

114 -- about the "L & N Alte rn ative". This is where the Statement summ arizes 

and concludes the L & N analysis. 

First, the Statement quotes me as saying that the L & N Alternative would 

pass through unusually nice neighborhoods. That is true. The so-called 

"approved alignment" through Overton Park does the same. In most major 

cities, I can think of highways have cut through what I would call unusually 

\ 
nice neighborhoods'. Let's face it; any highway between Claybrook and 

Bon Air Street will go through unusually nice neighborhoods. 
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Next 1 the Volluntine-Evergre cm neighborhood is cited and referred to as 

unique. I think we all admire and appl aud the accomplishments of the group 

there I and certainly City planning and highway planning effortS Should be 

influenced by the extremely important work being done there 1 but to call 

efforts to integrate a neighborhood "unique" or "pivotal" is to ignore decades 

of social history in the United States. Furthermore 1 Memphis has many 

integrated neighborhoods and blocks 1 as an examination of the census will 

/ 

show. If the city and highway planners genuinely want to help the Volluntine-

. Evergreen group 1 and I think they should 1 they would not build this highway 

segment at all. Theywould use the existing cleared right-of-way to make this 

part of the city a highly desirable place to live -- and they would preserve 

this neighborhood's major amenity 1 the re.creation facilities of Overton 
' 

Park. 

Next the Statement says: 

-· ' "In addition to the 'unusualness' or :uniqueness! o£ the 

neighborhoods through which the L & N route would pass 1 

many of the other features along the alignment which have 

been previously described are unique." 

The following items are listed as "significant 11 • Look at each of them. 

What is the impact? What is unique? 

_,..__""" ___ ,.,._ ..... ____ _,,....,~ ,,..., ·'·---
---·~..-.nr.--....,............,.~~~'~~~~~ .... -;..,~;:...:...:;~~;r..,;- . ·si-.W.i·-~ :.:.- .- ·;·~ <'<·· ,a.. < .v:·: -~~;:_..:~:·;:--:;.;.::.;:. 
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" 1. The in dustr.i.i.1 l park, be cause of its importance to the economic 

and em plo):me nt situa tion in Me mphis." 

This item r 3fer s to a two-paragru.ph analysis (page 96): 

"As eithe r r~o ute A or C continues through the industrial park , 

Figure D-S 1 two compa nies will significantly be affected. 

The Shelby County Growers Association Market, which is the 

wholesale produce exchange for produce mar~ets in th~ Memphis 

area 1 will lose two large buildings if Route A is used, and the 

Buckeye Cotton Oil Company will be imp.acted, as well as the 

Growers Association Market, if Route B is used. 

As the alignment approaches Scott Avenue 1 Figure D-6, both 

routes will follow the same alighment in order to pass between 

the major buildings of the Ivers and Bond Piano Company and 

the Buckeye Cotton Oil Company. There is approximate!¥ 

400 feet sep-3rating these buildings which restrict the highway 

in this area. As mentioned briefly earlier, the highway will 

be on structure to pass over Cypress Creek, Scott Avenue 1 

four tracks of the L & N Railroad, two tracks of the Union 

Railroad, loading and storage areas, and finally Jackson Avenue·. 

An interchange with Jackson Avenue should be placed here to 

serve the needed access to the industrial park. However, any 

~-~"'":-n-r-.__.. _ _ , !J , , •·-•""'<">.,..,, P~...,.., . • ......,... ~-• ,.,.,-r-":"··~~~~,...,, r-:-. ,...-r>"r-'<~ · ~---='-.~~~~~~"t-;~~~~-_.._..---~~--'""~ 
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attempt u. t provi ding this s tructure to service the direction u. l 

movements ne eded would result in mu.ssive taking of right-

of-way and disruption to t he industriul park and community 

as previou s ly discussed." 
) 

What that adds up to is this: the highway would do three things: 

a) tal~e two ~uilding s , whic h are open sheds, from an open air market; 

/ 
b) have some unspecified i mpact on the corner of Cotton Oil plant; and 

c) involve a large but not unusual interchange requiring an unspecified 

land taking of un specifie d impact. . In fact, much of that interchange 

·' 
could probably be locate d on a c ar wrecking lot_ and a storage yard. 

- ' ' 

There is nothing here of unique importance to the economic and employ-• . 

ment situation in Memphis. In fact, there i ~ no e vide nce that the 

economic welfare or en:ployment in Memphi~ would be affected in 

!!!!Y. way. 

"2. Cypress Creek, because it is a major drainage facility." 

Cypress Creek is not a unique drainage facility. It is a small watershed 

of the type crossed by a lmo st every major highway in Te nnessee . 

Furthermore, the Statement does not identify~ impact that the 

L & N Alternative would have on Cypres s Creek . It states that three 



< 
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long cu lvert s would to be built, but if they are properly designed, 

, which they wouldbe , their impact on the Creek would be the same 

as anywhere e l se -- practically neg ligible. 

(If the author Cf. this Statement considers three "long" culverts 
i 

unique , I wonder what he thinks of the Mississipp.i River Bridge.) 
j 

.. 3. The L & N Railroad, because of the economic survival 

of the many companie s it serves along the Memphis 

Main Line depend heavily on the service it provides. 11 

The L & N can be left in service. There are other places in Memphis 

where a railroad and Interstate highway share parts of the same right-

of-way. There is a section on I-40 itself in Memphis w,here the 
, 

highway and railroad are located together. In other cities there are 
•. ' 

· innumerable similar examples. There is nothing unique here. 
, I 

Further, as this t:;tate:ne nt pc.ints out 1 since the L & N ~remain in 

service and there need be DQ impact on companies dependent on its 

service. 

"4. The water well sites along the L & N Railroad right-of-way 1 

because they are major water supply for the city of Memphis, 

and because they serve as valuable mini-parks for the sur-

rounding communities." 

I 

I 
1-

I 

l 

' l 
i l 
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Moving these wells is simply a matter of cost, but neither the cost 

nor engineering problems are extruordinary. By way of comparison, 

the Stutement refers to the "complex interchunge" at Watkins and 

North Parkway. One reason that it cost $11 53 31 000 I as noted in the 

Statement, was because it involved a major change in underground 

pipes. There was an "unusual" cost there, but a routine engineering 

problem. The same applies to the wells. There are utility problems 

on almost every highway. 

Regarding the mini-parks, they are grass plots around the wells; they 

can hardly be considered unique and particularly when compared to 

Overton Park. 

, 

"5. Southwestern University, because it is an important 

educational institution. " 

Southwestern may be unique 0.mongthe universitie s of Tennessee and 

the world, but whether it is or not, according to the Statement 1 the 

L & N Alternative has no identifiable impact on it, except to make 

it more accessible to more people in Memphis. 

11 6. Woodmont Towers, because of the high density of people 

it houses. 11 

... J .• ....... -~--~-_.,...,.---.;'"~~· -=--·~_,..-, .... ~ ....... -r:•~~~~-·· ... .,----..--

· -----~~~~~ ....... ,.,...+ 1&7 ·~~~~~ ..... -........... ,...t::<-....-. ......... -
. ,. 
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This apartment building is certuinly not unique in its size or density. 

I do not know how many such upurtments are in Memphis, but there 

are thousands not much different all over the country. In any case, 

according to the Statement, the L & N route does not huve ~ 
) 

identifiable impact on it. 
_) 

117. Sears and the adjacent commercial center, because of its 

. / 
importance to the economy of Memphis, and because of the 

service it provides to the surrounding communities, the State 

of Tennessee, and many other southeastern States." 

Again, no impact is described in the Statement except that some 

commercial land will be taken. There are no unique features about 

this. commercial area. In fact the current city plans call f.or a re-

development of this area. This is a routine highway relocation 

·. 
problem. 

As for Sears, there is no impact identified nor is any likely. 

"8. The North Parkway-Watkins Avenue interchange, because of 

its structural complexity and the high volume of traffic it 

handles." 

·. ,· 
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This is not a unique ly complex int e rchange 1 nor is its truffic volume 

unique. There arc muny interchanges not much different. In any c a se 1 

the Sta teme nt identifie s no i mpact on the interchange; ·its structure is 

not affected; its volume of tra ffic would probably be reduced by the 

highway. 

11 9. The reduced service the L & N alignment would provide, 

:because its alignment is north of east-west de sires generating 

from the south, and be cause it cuts across the north-south, 

east-west pattern established in Memphis causing increased 

disruption and interchange problems. " 

There are two separate issues in this item: 

a. The first is "reduced service", caused by the more northern 

alignment. The Statement does not describe the difference 

in service, vvhich! according to Highw0.y De partment fig~m s, 

would be about 1 1/2% or 2 1/2%. That difference is negligible 

. in view of the projection techniques used. The reduction in 

service could hardly be considered unusual or unique. 

This seems to me a specious argument, particularly in view 

of the present proposal to build a highway on a southern route 

. . > 
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that seems to coincide exactly with those 11east-west desires 

generating from the south. 11 

b. The second issue has to do with following the existing street 

grid. Since this issue is mentioned many times in the Statement, 

I would like to look at it closely. It is probably natural for traffic 

engineers to look at communitY patterns primarily in terms of 

streets, but community grain and boundaries are also the result 

of breaks in topography like the bluffs along river, drainage 

facilities such as Cypress Creek, railroads, including the L & N, 

and large land holdings, such as a golf course or a university 

or park. 
, 

In fact, Cypress Creek is a factor in community pattern and 

grain. It presen~s a more significant break in patterns than~ 

.l".a..:.a-·L'ur· ·e ;-r"' vP.r~e" hv tJh"' c:r-. c "' 11 "'~ ,·, -=- ~-~~~-- ~ d _...; __ _.. ~ ,, e ·,;cept for 
""' r.... ' ' • ._ , _. · \..~ ·- J .. _ -- '"""'""" ... """'"""' \...4,t-',t.I.£.VVV J.VUL.t.:;; ..,..,. 

Overton Park itself. The diagram at the top of Figure C-7 

(page 52), which presents the preferred practice, for locating 

highways is a fair diagrammatic representation of the Cypress 

Creek area. 

Furth\r, the L & N alignment is also a break -- a seam in the 

city patterns. About two-thirds of the alignment that is used, 

.-- _.. .. - ...... - - - ~..-
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from Holly;vood to McLean 1 is fuirly repre sente d by the 

preferred diagram ut the top of Figure C-7. 

The fact is that the L & N Alternative follows the grain and 

pattern of the community 1 and that fuct is amply demonstrated 

by eve1y measure of disruption used in this study and before it. 

The .L & N Alternative takes fewer houses , fewer businesses 1 

fewer institutions, and no Overton Park land. 
,. 

After listing the nine significant features discus sed above, the Statement asks 

us to judge them collectively. All right. For five of the nine items (2, 3, 5, 61 

and 8) 1 even if they were unusual, which they are not, the Statement describes 

TIQ impact at all. Three others (1, 4 1 and 7) and part of the fourth (9b) are , 

routine land taking or utilities problems 1 in sum total less of an impact, less 

disruption and cost, than the ~and taking along the so called "approved route" . 

··The final point boil::> down to a traHlc enginet:ring issue of little eiYv'irc:r.roc:r.tal 

- impact. 

In other words 1 if there were anything unique, unusual or extraordinary about 

the L & N Alternatives the factors were not found in this study nor described 

in this Statement. 

\ 
When I finished reading this part of the report and the conclusions that yJere 

drawn I was ashamed of my government • 

.. __ ... _____ _ 
. . - - - - - - _ _ __ : _ ___ - __ ___ __ ,. ---·-· -•r __ _ ...,.... __ _,_.-..---.. - ·.-.· · ···-· --- ·.,.•--•·..--.r-·•·· · • 
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p/\RT III: The "do-no-::hing" al ~crnutivc 

Two points c ome throuoh very cle arly and persuasively in the Statement. 

The first: the L & N Alternat ive presents no unique or unusual problem and 
' 

indeed is less disnlptive than the ''approved " route. The )second persuasive 
. J 

point: this highway segment should not be built at all. 

Vfhat would happen if this segment of highway were not completed? The 

Statement refers to this as the "do-nothing" alternative. The environmental 

impact is analyzed almost solely in. terms of increased congestion on the 

streets. 

There is no doubt that without this segment some of the existing streets would 
' 

have more cars on them. But what is the "environmental impact"? This State-

ment does not tell us. There a~e warni~gs and generalizations 1 but there is 

no information that gives any one a basis for comparing L1.is alternative to CL"1Y 

other alternative. 

For example I the Statement says non-completion "would adversely effect (sic.) 

the mobility of the metropolitan a rea ." That is probably true 1 every city has 

traffic congestion, even small towns, but the environmental impact question 

is how much inconvenience 1 how much delay 1 what kinds of adversity? It is 

quite possible that people in Memphis might be willing to put up with some 

·--. ·-"0'~_..-.---~ - •--r - o.•••-.-- ---.-. ... ----~•,_. ..._ ' ---- ---~-~~ 
·---~·.--.~--- -:-· ... ··~ - . o:u t t ; •· A M O ~· 
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Ddvcrse effects in order to preserve their purk 1 if they knew what these effects 

were 1 but this Statement offers no measure s. One study of Memphis inclicuted 

that without this segment of highwo.y 1 it might take people in two Memphis 

districts an extru few minutes . to drive dovmtown. In other words 1 the adverse 
) 

effects might well be negligible and they might be preferable to damaging the 
I 

Park. 

Furthermore 1 the consequences of "congestion" are stated only in generalized 

terms. For example 1 the Statement says that residential streets will be loaded 

with "dangerous" truffic. Which ones are they and how will the situation differ 

· if the highway is completed? The proposed highway interchanges will load 

residential streets 1 too. Congestion is a fact-of-life on, as well as off 1 all 

urban highways inCluding the Interstate highways. 

Regarding business activities slowing down I the incredible comment of this 

·every day experience. Regarding access to institutions 1 there is no analysis 

of which ones would be affected or how. For example 1 most people go to 

church on Sundays 1 not during the congested hours. 

The most incredible analysis of impact has to do with the impact on Overton 

Park. This Statement actually says that if this highway segment is not completed 

through Overton Park 1 the use of the Park "would be restricted". The reason 
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prcsunwbly is thu.t fewe r people could ge t there. Vvh a t about the thousa nds 

of people who get the re now? \ I\' ha t about the noise ? What about the use 

of the Park? 

And what about the positive results . If the highway were not built 1 many 

negative impacts will not be felt. There would be no land depletion 1 no 

vegetation destruction, con s t ruction inconveniences 1 noise 1 etc., .etc.? 

If one were to accept the total list of negat ive impacts listed, and then com-

pare them to the positive impacts -- that i s the elimination of all of the pages 

and pages of problems and disru ptions referre d to throughout the Statement -

then one is led to the obvious, inescapable conclusion that it i9 far better 

not to build this segment of highway at all. 

The Statement goes on to make this conclusion even more persuasive. On 

page 128 1 the transportation aspects of the completion of I-40 are discussed 

in very specific terms. (It is too bad that environmental impacts are not 

discussed in equally specific terms.) It describes the basic purpose of I-40 

in this way: 

11 The I-240 circumferential route is a part of the entire system and 

has been designed to meet the future growth in the adjacent areas 

\ 
while I-40 was designed to solve the more urgent needs of the already 

developed urban area .•.. Figure D-19 1 which was previously shown 

~------- ... .,. ___ . 
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as Figure A-13 depicts the areas which I - '10 i s primarily intende d 

to serve." 

Figures D-19 and A-13 have a note tha t the e ast-we st route (I-40) 11 Serves 

large residential areas north and south of Interstate route a nd commercial 

properties on Summer. Connects with major north-south stre ets. 11 A city 

map outl:ines the ar8a served. It is a strip of la nd from 2 to 3 miles wide 

extending from the mid-town interchange to a point just east of Perkins Road, 

and roughly centered on I-40. 

What is the cha racter of the area to be s e rved by this se gment of I-40. As 

the Statement says, it is an "already developed urban area. 11 It has had 

a stable population for over a decade; in fact, it lost population between 

1960 and 1970. If that is the case, why build the new highway s egme nt at 

all? If there is no growth in this corridor, little more traffic will be generated. 

"Congestion 11 will not;be mu~h wors e tha n it is today. The re \Vould hardly 

be any noticeable negative impacts . 

. One might argue that this area is already redeveloping with major new con-

· struction that will ge nera te more traffic. The State ment finds 11the area just 

north of Overton Park to have major apartment complex growth and significant 

\ 
population increase . The area northeast of Overton Park is an area of signifi-

cant land use dev e lopment for residences ." No such development i s taking 

place. If it were taking place, it would be in violation of the law, since 

e , "+ $_4 $ ; , ~~~~ .. ,__,._,_.,_.,._..,•~*"""'fl,..,.iAW..-
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thoro i s only one 3 acre site zoned fo~- <}purtments in that urea. In fact, tho 

1970 Annual Re port of The Memphi s Urb c.m /\rea Tran s porta tion Study finds 

that the a rea referred to he ro ha d the Jo'NC st popula tion growth of a ny area 

in Memphis . (See the ir tabulation of construction of residential units afte r 

19 65.) Looking at the entire conide r thoro is no evidence that there is 

enough growth or growth potentia} in the corridor to justify adding a 6 lane 

freeway to the ex i s ting s treet s , unless there is als o a massive re zoning 

and ·redevelopment, and a major investment in related public facilities. 

One might still argue tha t all of those "east-west de sire s" still re main --

that you can not argue with the figure s. Is tha t true ? The east-we st travel 

desires are projections, not facts, but projections, and they are necessarily 

subject to some enor. As it turns out, however, they'a re ba sed on a t l east 

one assumption that has turned out to be wrong. The assumption is written 

in this Statement as follows: 

11Extensive residential deve lopment around Me mphis and to the east 

. has increased the east-west desires and th~ need for an east-west 

expressway. The are a to the east of Me mphis offers the best potential 

for future urbanizat ion. Such barriers a s the Mississippi River to the 

west, the Mississippi State line to the south, and the Wolf River with 
\ 

its low lying 'mars hy a reas to the north make the s e dire ctions les s 

• •• ~ . ...... .-. ..... ""'~-· ' ' · ;-. 3 · ' ,....,""r----·~~·r.r +s . - • .... ~~-~-
~---· - · -_.......,.._......--..- .. -----·~ < ;: . .. . < .~M !"i "' . _,..._..,_... __ _ 
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dcsirabl8 them the eustorly direction for lun d dcve lopn1ent. The 

most recent report from Mem phis Urban l\rca Transportution Study 

for fiscal year 19 7 0 inclu de s th8 Locat ion of Significant Land Use 

Study arc::: a, Figures A-15 and A- J. 6 ." 

However, if one studies the 1970 report a nd gl u.nccs u.t A-15 and A-16, it 

is evident that eastward is not the direction of ma jor growth. Of course, 

areas to the east a re developing, but con sider what MUATS has found. Of 
. . 

the eight residential areas designated, 11are as of Ma jor Populu.tion Growth", 

three are to the north, four are to the south, only one is to the east, and it 

is south of Walnut Grove. Likewise, of s even apa rtme nt growth areas, two 

are shown along I-40 and one of those, north of Overton Park seems to be in 

error. The other five are all to the south of Southern Avenue. 

The same applies to recent areas of so-called "Significant Land Use Develop-

· ment'' in the report. Three residential areas arc shovvn in t.'l.e corridor served 

by I-40. (There are no major re sidential dev elopments going on in two of the 

areas shown.) Of the remaining seventeen significant areas, one is downtown, 

two are north, two are east (both south of Walnut Grove), and twelve are sout.""l. 

Other recent studie s con finn tha t the bulk of growth is to north and south, and 

especially to the south. 

\ 
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In othe r words, truffic projections thut have been used to justify I-40 ure 

possibly wrong -- or at least misleading. 

That should surprise no one; first, becuuse the projections ure fifteen to 

twenty years old,· and second, and more importunt, because land use and 
I 

development tend to follow the availability of transportation. If new highways 

were built to the north, development would tend to go that way. If they were 

built to the south, which they were, development would tend to go that way, 

which it has. Land use and development do not take into account the "total 

transportation plan" that is drawn in reports, they respond to the partial systems 

that are built on the ground. The city's growth adjusts itself to the transporta-

tion system. 

, 

Thus it is misleading to say, as the Statement does: 

"Regardless of whether I-40 is completed o; not, the east-west 

traffic desires as prev·iously zho,."\Tn on Figure .~-10 ':'.'ill exist." 

If this segment of I-40 is not built, then transportation and therefore the 

pattern of accessibility in Memphis will be different. A different land use 

pattern will result. The east-west desires will change. The city will adapt 

itself-- just as it has over and over again in the past. 

~'****** t •• > : s . ; ¥ .0\?Q• ;u 
. . - ~ ·- ·- -.,. ~-
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In summary then, based on wha t i s in th i s Stuterncnt , un d whot con be seen 

in Mem phis , thi s seems to be the si tuu t ion: 

1. The purpose of this I- 40 se9mont i s to serve an "a lreody 

developed urban area " that cannot grow much more without 

massive rozonin9 , a nd e xcept i n one limite d areo , is not 

gro'qing now. 

2. Contrary to wha t happene d in the pa st , the principal new 

commercial and residentia l dev e lopment (if MUATS is to be 

believe d) is to the south of Memphis, and to a le s ser extent 

. to the north, not downtown a nd to the east. It is mislea ding 

to assume that the east-west desires projected years ago 

still exist. 

3. There appears to be no ~rgent need for this last segment of 

I-40. If it were not built, it s eems unlikely, based on this 

Statement, that the I-40 corridor will become much more 

congested than it is today. A redesign of Highland Interchange 

and some street changes could help solve the problems one 

sees today. 

\. 
i . 
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4. Even if it doe s be come more cong e sted, there are no specific 

negative impacts identifie d in the Statement, only a few 

gene ralitie s, and nothing "extra ordinary. •r 

5. If this segment of I-4-o is not built, none of the negative 
I . 

imports detailed elsewhere in the State ment need occur --

and Overton Park need not be disturbed. 

It vwuld make a lot of sense to take a serious look at this idea ra ther than 

dismiss it. It might be the best way out for Memphis. You might also save 

a whole lot of money. 

As an outsider 1 I would like to conclude with this observation. This is an 

important year in the history of Memphis. Decisions' will be made that will 

. 
affect this 'city long after our present highway officials have retired and all 

of us are gone. It seems to me very s~d and frustr~ting that this Environmental 

Statement does not help anyone make a rational decision. You deserved better. 
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NOTE: n.o use of words 

1\S u profess iona l who works vvHh enginee rs , in cluding traffic engineers, 

and occasionally supervises the ir work, I object to the way the phrases 

"sound engineering•r and "not feas ible " are used in this Statement. usound 

engineering" is used here to mean something lik o "the best possible highway 

·engineering", including concepts of lowest cost from a highway builder's 

point of view, standard handbook practice , etc. 

In the normal professional usage , "sound engineering 11 means reliable, sensible, 

thorough and complete engineering. In normal practice there are several 

.11 sound engineering!( solutions to most problems, and, of course, there are 

·several solutions to this relatively simple, straightforward highway engineering 
' 

problem. , 

As for "feasible", in normal professional use this term means "possible, 

something that can be done in a reasonable, practicable way". This Environ-

mental State111ent not only ignores nom1al usage, but also ignores the Supreme 

Court definition of feasible in such conclusions as: 

"For the reasons discussed above, I-40 is contrary to "sound engineering" 

and therefore not "feasible." 

I believe that every conclusion in this Statement that uses those terms in these 

ways is misleading and itself contrary to sound engineering practice. 

I would reject any report submitted to me with such misuses of our professional 

. language. 

~~~~~~~~~~~..;::::-...,x..~~.z_:~l'!'---:":i~c.,. ._..;_--:::::=·....,...-:-- ·-.,;,·;;; ·,;·-·.;;,-; ~ · ;-~;:,.;_ - - P..._-s-« 7.,.~~--.:,;;$-t .S al-9 " fj ; q; ,;"- ~-,.;,.~;;;.;:·;;:.- -
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NOTE: Hegarding "urbun plunning " 

The discussion of the urban planning process in the Stu.tement may explain 

in part why I find the analysis of impact so incomplete. 

The definition of urban plunning on Page 28 ignores the last ten y2ars of 

development in the field, particularly with regard to the setting o: .;oals 

and objectives, citizen participation in planning, and so-called ::::ddle-range 
;· 

development plans, to name a few common elements of most big c:zy planning 

processes. 

Furthermore, city plans prepared using the process described in t:-:2 Statemen~ 

become as oft€m as not hopelessly out of date in a few years, e s-;.acially , 

in a fast-growing city. Compare, for example, the "generalized l .. ~d use 11 

map on which the general location of I-40 was based, Figure A-12,1 \J\Yith 

n .IJures A-l.S and 16, which show actual land 1..1.se tren6s 5n lviemp;-;;_~, There 

are some similarities and some very important differences. 

Reading this Statement and analyzing its city planning backgrounG.,. ~:Je is 

drawn to the conclusion that this transportation planning process ~ .:1ot a par.: 

of an up-to-date city planning process 1 that there is not overall ci:::z"" :planni11g 

\ 
foundation for this work 1 and therefore all of its conclusions are, :::-. . :ny mind, 

subject to question. 

I 
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CONCLUSION: 

Before a responsible decision can be made about this highway segment, 

more information is needed than is now a.vailu.ble in the Draft Environmental 
) 

Statement. The following kinds of questions can and should be answered. 
. I 

(A more complete discussion of each of these points is in the accompanying 

text.) 

1. The overall impact of the highway. 

What are the specific broad, overall impacts on Memphis? 

How does the completion or non-completion of the highway 

·.segment affect other plans and object5.ves of the city 1 for 

example 1 with regard to downtown 1 the rate and direction of 

residential growth 1 neighborhood development or conservation I 

the adequacy of public facilitie s, such nS pnrks; n.nd the 

distribution of employment in the metropolitan area? · 

The years of Interstate highway construction in this country 

have also been years of suburban growth and central city 

decline. Will Memphis follow that pattern? There is now 

enough experience on which to draw to answer all of these 

questions. 

( 4 , QjJ ~ «£ ;.,...:; 4 .. ,$ £9;;=- l 4 iP · F. k .. - 4@4 J ,.,- '- f ACJSI 4£.§ 
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2. The neighborhood impa ct. 

Wha t arc tho impa cts of the highway beyond its right-of-wuy? 

What additional impacts will be felt after the highway is built 

and operating ? 

It is well known that land use and transportation are intimately 

interre l a ted. A change in one inevitably affects the other. 

What will those changes be if this highway segment is built 

. or not built? 

For example 1 what will be the impact of the increased traffic 

bound for the highway interchanges Avalon or on East Parkway 

or other streets? Wha t will be the impact of the highway 

nuisances -- noise 1 fumes 1 visual intrusion -- on the neighbor-

hoods through which it passes? 

What are the specific impacts on these neighborhoods? 

3. · The L & N Alternatives. 

What unique problems are raised by the L & N Alternative? 

W~~t are the problems of extraordinary magnitude? The draft 
I 

statement doe s not ev en describe the impact on, much less 

illl'illl'fl~H'IflF"'"'& .... ___ , _ ...... -4W .... __ _t ................ ki .... AP ............ '""·"'<*"""~-- · ..... .< ..... ---· · ~ 9 !} - · liON> i i.J.:e . s;;p ;s, p .;z:::.z:scJO., .5 ..... Pi4 4 .£ 3!!4?. QPE;>.QD. i'J.#@Mlwe< sc.;oc *-'' em: 
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the uniqucno s s of 1 the mos t 11 significunt" fe uturcs 1 and thew 

is no compurison with the "a pproved" alignment. The conclus ion 

of this section of the Draft is totally unsupporte d by evidence . 

4. 'I'he "do-nothing" alternative. 

The impacts are 1 for all practical purposes 1 simply not ana lyzed 

in the Draft. What evidence is there to indicate the degree and 

duration of congestion? What would be its specific impacts of 

congestion on these specific neig.hborhoods? What about the 

.. negative" impacts that are avoided if the highway segment 

is not built? 

, 
The Draft raises serious questions about the justification for 

this segment of I-40. How do the projections of land use and 

population, on which the highway plan is based I compare to 

actual growth and developr.1ent of Memphis? ·what evidence 

is there to indicate that the "already developed 11 urban corridor 1 

which I-40 is designed to serve 1 will grow enough to justify 

adding a six lane highway? 

\ 
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5. The use of words. 

Since the Draft u ses "sound engineering " and "feasible" 

in an unu s ual way, they should either define those terms 

or use different words. 

The meaningful "impact " of this highway segment, that is, 

. 
its impact on the rea lities of peoples' lives, can be determined 

only if questions such as those above are answered. Those 

questions cannot be answered if the "studies" of the highway 

are only a repetition of earlier 1 limited-purpose studies. 

This highway controversy will come no nearer to a solution 

until there is 1 as a minimum, a thorough up-to-date analysis of: 

(1) The actual impact of not building this highway segment, 

but building I-240 and making other selected improvements. 

(2) The specifics of the neighborhoods affe cted by this 

highway and the specific impacts that would result with 

or without this highway. 

(3} The current growth patterns and plans of Memphis and 

their interrelationships with highways. 



'. 

Those are basic ana lyses tha t have not be on dono. Ye t 

without thor.1, there ure not enough fc::ct s to ml1ke a meaningful 

judgment on this highway. 
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